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IT Management for Digital Business

Moscow hosted IT Management Forum—ITMF 2017

Moscow, May 29, 2017—On May 25, IT Management Forum—ITMF 2017, Russia’s key annual event in
IT management, was held in Moscow by Open Systems Publications.

Over 300 participants visited ITMF 2017. The 14th annual Forum gathered both expert and professional
community to  discuss relevant  problems of  IT  strategy  building  for  business interaction,  IT  services
management, and applying modern IT management approaches based on international standards and
best practices, both global and local.

IT Management Forum is our Publishing House’s longest-held event. Yet it is still on the rise, and ITMF
2017 had proved it with its rich and diverse agenda as well as participants’ unprecedented enthusiasm,”
says Pavel Khristov, Head of IT line, Open Systems Publications.

ITMF 2017  central  topic  was IT  department  role  in  digital  transformation strategy  implementation.
“Transition to digital economy is faced by Russian companies, government and public organizations, and
it can't be done without direct participation of IT,” states Natalya Dubova, Programming Director, ITMF
2017.  “Yet,  for the transition to succeed, the IT department itself  should evolve, discovering a new
management style to meet the business needs. Our Forum is a unique chance for business managers
and IT leaders to network while peer learning.”

The Forum’s agenda this year was special for the numerous CIOs of Russia’s leading companies sharing
their expertise in implementing new approaches and fine-tuning traditional tactics for IT management in
the ever-changing reality of digital business. Maxim Tishchenko, Bank of Russia's CIO, opened the Forum
by  presenting  his  vision  of  the  changes  and  challenges  inevitable  for  IT  management  during
digitalization. Gleb Ligachev, CIO, SO UPS; Denis Guzovsky, Deputy Head of Banking and Information
Technologies,  VTB24;  and  Alexey  Mitenkov,  CIO,  OMK,  spoke  on  various  aspects  and  problems  of
management of corporate and IT services, assets, people, and business processes.

The Forum is known for always inviting international experts directly engaged in the global process of
management standards and methods working out. Stephen Mann was the key expert of ITMF 2017
being a famous analyst, blogger, writer, and independent speaker at some of the most respected ITSM
events. During his plenary session and master class,  Stephen shared his best practices in Enterprise
Service Management. Another key speaker was Norbert  Puritscher,  Senior Business Consultant,  FNT
Software, covering theoretical and practical aspects of service management.

IT and corporate services management has always stayed the Forum’s main topic.  At  ITMF 2017, it
sounded  anew,  demonstrating  both  the  importance  of  the  topic  for  digital  transition  and service
approach  maturity  in  a  number  of  Russian  organizations. Speeches  made  on  this  problematics  by
representatives of OMK-IT and Wildberries really clicked with the audience. Talks given by speakers
from ICL Services, Rosgosstrakh, NAUMEN, KROK, and Cleverics also found wide response.

Another  traditional  theme  of  ITMF—management  of  IT  and  corporate  assets—was  covered  by
representatives of 1C-Rarus, JTI  Russia, Mechel BusinessService,  Tronic,  and Promsvyazbank. For the
first time ever, Forum included presentations on digital enterprise architecture and Service Desk AI. 

https://www.osp.ru/
http://ospcon.osp.ru/page594228.html


A Terrasoft representative spoke on business process management approaches and tools.  Lattelecom
speaker lectured on digital transformation risks and how to predict and prevent them.

Many  enthusiastic  comments  were  made  during  the  topical  session  on  Agile  and  DevOps
implementation in Russian companies; same with the demo session of The Phoenix Project—DevOps in
Practice business game organized by Cleverics, the Forum’s content partner.

ITMF participants were also involved in a global survey by Axelos, owner of ITIL, the internationally-
renowned portfolio of IT service management best practices. The round table “ITSM Future: Expertise
Advancement”  moderated by Roman Zhuravlev,  Product  Development  Manager,  Axelos,  allowed all
participants to express their views on whether ITIL is promising enough and will evolve further.

Open Systems Publications and ITMF 2017 Steering Committee announced a competition of projects on
IT  management  to  start  in  Q3’17. The  winners  will  be  awarded  at  the  milestone  15th annual  IT
Management Forum—ITMF 2018.

Exhibition of ITMF Partner Solutions—ITMF Expo was as usual a great chance for the participants to
learn  about  key  market  player  offers. OMNINET,  the  Forum’s  Premium  Partner,  held  a  special
presentation at the Expo.

FNT  Software  and  NAUMEN  were  General  Partners  of  ITMF  2017,  while  Partners  included  Axios
Systems, 1C-Rarus, Lattelecom, Smart Service Desk, Terrasoft, KROK, and IT Expert.

Information support was given by Computerworld Russia, CIO Magazine, Real ITSM, IT-Park, Finam, 

IT-Events, IT Management School at RANEPA, and Global CIO.

The bold ITMF 2017 branded note books were made by Forum partner MDM-Print, while the positive
mood of participants was guaranteed by Fanagoria Winery.

###

About Open Systems Publications

Open Systems Publications is a leading Russia’s publishing house issuing a wide range of professional 
magazines for IT, telecom, medicine, graphic arts, digital geeks, and children. Open Systems organizes 
larger corporate conferences and forums in IT to include IT Management Forum, BIG DATA, Datacenter 
World, Business Video, Russian Networking Forum, and more.
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